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Abstract: Speed variable electric drives play a key role in the evolution of electrical mobility. The
dynamic performance of these systems is a crucial feature for security purposes. For this reason,
a large number of works are focused on identification of the most appropriate control technique
to satisfy a transient scenario. In this regard, the dynamic abilities of linear and direct controllers
were analysed for three-phase drives. Although some insights about their transient performance
were obtained, there are yet some issues to be solved. For instance, speed response was typically
omitted, some influencing factors were neglected or the multiphase case was carried out. Considering
this information, this work proposes a comparative analysis of the dynamic performance of the
most popular regulation strategies for a six-phase electric drive. This study analyses speed, current
and voltage responses to achieve an overall view of the system performance. Two concepts were
employed to simplify the comprehension of the dynamic behavior of a regulation strategy: reaction
time and response capacity. Experimental results are employed to confirm the impact of the different
agents on a transient situation.

Keywords: multiphase electric drives; induction machines; field-oriented control; model predictive
control; dynamic performance

1. Introduction

Climate change and energy transition require reformulating the management of the
available ecological resources to ensure the viability of our planet. Two factors need to be
analysed in this regard: energy consumption and the emission of polluting gasses. As a
consequence of this critical scenario, green-energy generation and electrical mobility based
on electric drives have been promoted in the last decade. However, to satisfy their new
role in society, they require even more progress in their performance. Multiphase systems
appear as an interesting alternative to fulfill the more restrictive requirements of the new
generation of electric drives. These special electrical systems offer several substantial
advantages in comparison with conventional three-phase electric drives, such as a smaller
torque ripple [1], a better fault tolerance [2] and a lower per-phase current rating for the
same phase voltage [3]. As a consequence of these suitable features, several research groups
are focused on the improvement of the multiphase machine design, using for that purpose
modern optimisation techniques [4–6]. On the other hand, high-performance control
techniques are also required to exploit the benefits of multiphase electric drives [1–3,7].
Given the number of industry applications where a variable speed system is regulated,
for example, electrical vehicles, a suitable dynamic response can be considered as a principal
requirement for a high-performance control scheme.

Considering the current state-of-the-art, classical linear controllers, such as indirect ro-
tor field-oriented control (IRFOC) schemes, have been selected as one of the most preferable
control solutions for multiphase electric drives [8]. This family of regulation techniques
provides a low harmonic distortion and a robust tracking of the control variables [8].
Reduced harmonic content is typically achieved with the implementation of an explicit
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modulation stage, whereas the usage of proportional-integral controllers permits solving
some disturbance problems. In spite of the popularity of IRFOC strategies, some limitations
have also been identified concerning their performance, including a reduced utilisation
of the DC-link voltage and a limited flexibility in terms of creating online control actions,
when the classical versions of the explicit modulation stages are employed. However, some
of these limitations have been solved with the development of new proposals that replace
those standard modulation strategies at the expense of a higher computational burden and
complexity [9]. The improvement in the DC-link voltage usage is typically addressed with
the injection of a specific harmonic content according to the operating point [10–13]. This
solution was developed for conventional pulse-width modulation techniques employed in
multiphase systems. Direct control techniques are considered an interesting alternative to
linear controllers in multiphase electric drives. In this regard, finite-control-set model pre-
dictive control (FCS-MPC) appeared in 2009 [14], providing a proof of concept concerning
the advantages of FCS-MPC in the field of multiphase systems. Its conceptual simplicity
and flexibility have been highly appreciated by the research community. Nevertheless,
a reduced current quality limited the viability of FCS-MPC as a high-performance control
technique for a significant period of time. An additional benefit of FCS-MPC usage is its
suitable dynamic response; this feature is crucial in industrial applications such as electric
vehicles, more-electric aircraft or aerospace systems.

There is a substantial number of works about three-phase electric drives where a
comparative analysis concerning the dynamic abilities of IRFOC and FCS-MPC was car-
ried out [15–22]. These studies were conducted from qualitative [19,20] and quantitative
perspectives [15–18,21,22]. Concerning the first type of analysis [19,20], the dynamic per-
formance assessment was approached in terms of current response. In the case of [20],
the conclusions are based on simulation results where the current of the main plane was
employed as the basis of the proposed comparison. The implemented control schemes
in this work were FCS-MPC and IRFOC using a carrier-based pulse-width modulation
(CB-PWM) stage. According to the qualitative results, a better FCS-MPC dynamic response
is obtained because the conventional CB-PWM cannot achieve a unitary modulation index
and thanks to the use of a large predictive horizon in the case of FCS-MPC. Ref. [19] em-
ployed numerical simulations and experimental results to analyse from a qualitative point
of view the capacity of these regulation techniques to satisfy a transient situation. The work
also focused on the current response since an RL load was employed and therefore the tran-
sient speed behavior was omitted in [19]. Concerning the quantitative studies [15,17–20],
the use of an explicit modulation stage was identified as a significant limiting factor of the
dynamic response of IRFOC [16–18,21]. However, the impact of the modulation stage on
the dynamic performance and the analysis of causality is addressed from different perspec-
tives. In [17], the reduced utilisation of the DC-link voltage is exposed as the limiting factor,
whereas in [18,21] the delay added in the current response due to the implementation of
a space-vector pulse-width modulation (SV-PWM) is identified as the cause of this poor
performance. In addition, ref. [16] highlighted the low band-width of the modulation
stages as the influencing factor in the dynamic behavior of linear controllers. On the other
hand, ref. [15] introduced the limited dynamic ability of control schemes based on a cascade
structure as a main cause of the transient misperformance. Nevertheless, the speed tracking
of electric drives ensures a cascade strategy for IRFOC and FCS-MPC techniques; therefore,
this issue cannot be strictly considered as a source of divergence. Regardless of the nature
of the analysis, the speed response is typically omitted as a consequence of the use of
RL load [17,19–21] instead of an electric machine. Therefore, the influence of the control
scheme on the mechanical speed response could not be established. In order to solve this
issue, ref. [22] proposed a comparative analysis of speed regulation in transient situations
using IRFOC and FCS-MPC. However, only simulation results were employed to provide
the conclusions.

Considering the increase in the use of multiphase technology for variable-speed
electric drives and the limitations of previous studies concerning three-phase systems, this
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work proposes for the first time a comparative analysis of the dynamic performance of
conventional IRFOC without a specific harmonic injection and FCS-MPC in multiphase
drives. Its main objective is to provide consistent conclusions concerning speed, current
and voltage behavior in transient scenarios. For that purpose, a six-phase electric drive is
employed as a case study. Experimental results are employed to validate the analytical
approaches provided concerning the reaction time and response capacity of the considered
control schemes. In this regard, three different regulation techniques were implemented:
IRFOC CB-PWM, IRFOC SV-PWM and FCS-MPC using large voltage vectors as active
control actions. The main factors that influence the dynamic performance are explored
from analytical and experimental perspectives. For instance, the impact of DC-link voltage
utilisation and the integral terms of the linear controllers are analysed. On the other
hand, as a consequence of the lower switching frequency of FCS-MPC strategies [14], it is
common to implement this control technique using a higher sampling frequency than in
IRFOC [23]. This assumption is necessary to achieve a fair comparison in a steady state;
however, it can also omit some significant information about the transient response of the
studied regulation techniques. For this reason and in contrast to previous studies, this work
considers this implementation variable as an influencing factor in the dynamic behavior
of these popular control schemes. It is worth highlighting that the conclusions from this
analysis are valid for electric drives using multiphase induction machines and conventional
Si-based voltage source converters (VSCs) at standard switching frequencies (between
1 and 10 kHz). The advent of wideband-gap devices (e.g., SiC and GaN switches) could
promote a review of the obtained conclusions, but this technology is still in an initial stage
of development in the field multiphase electric drives.

The rest of the manuscript is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the selected
topology for the proposed case study. In Section 3, IRFOC and FCS-MPC are presented,
as well as the considered explicit modulation techniques. Section 4 provides a detailed
insight concerning the variable related to reaction time and response capacity of the different
control schemes. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 present the experimental results and the main
conclusions of this work, respectively.

2. Six-Phase Electric Drive Topology

The selected electric drive is formed by an asymmetrical six-phase induction machine
(IM) fed by a dual two-level three-phase VSC, as shown in Figure 1. Focusing on the multi-
phase machine, the stator windings are distributed and spatially shifted 30◦. In addition,
the machine is configured with two isolated neutral points to simplify the control stage [24].
Each stator winding is connected to a two-level three-phase VSC. As depicted in Figure 1,
a single DC link is employed in the proposed topology. The stator phase voltages (vsi) can
be obtained using the DC-link voltage (Vdc) and the available switching states (Sij):

va1

vb1

vc1

va2

vb2

vc2


=

Vdc
3



2 −1 −1 0 0 0

−1 2 −1 0 0 0

−1 −1 2 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 −1 −1

0 0 0 −1 2 −1

0 0 0 −1 −1 2





Sa1

Sb1

Sc1

Sa2

Sb2

Sc2


, (1)

where Sij is a binary number related to the behavior of each leg of the VSC. If the upper
switch of the phase is ON, Sij = 1 and, in contrast, if the lower switch is ON, Sij = 0.
Therefore, 64 stator voltage vectors can be obtained in the selected electric drive.
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Figure 1. Asymmetrical six-phase induction machine fed by a dual two-level three-phase voltage-
source converter.

Although phase variables can be used to describe the behavior of multiphase electric
drives, the utilisation of different reference frames and transformations facilitates their
understanding and control. Among all the available reference frames in the literature,
vector-space decomposition (VSD) is one of the most employed approaches [25]. For the
proposed case study, this transformation allows expressing phase variables into three
orthogonal subspaces using the amplitude-invariant Clarke matrix:

[C] =
1
3



1 − 1
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3
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3
2 0
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3
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, (2)

[vα, vβ, vx, vy, vz1, vz2]
T = [C][va1, vb1, vc1, va2, vb2, vc2]

T , (3a)

[iα, iβ, ix, iy, iz1, iz2]
T = [C][ia1, ib1, ic1, ia2, ib2, ic2]

T , (3b)

where α-β components are related to torque/flux production, x-y components only produce
stator copper losses in machines with distributed stator windings and z1-z2 currents present
a null value due to the use of two isolated neutral points.

The stator voltage vectors can be mapped onto α-β and x-y planes. For that purpose,
Equation (2) needs to be applied. In Figure 2, each voltage vector is identified using a deci-
mal number equivalent to the binary number of the vector S = [Sa1, Sb1, Sc1, Sa2, Sb2, Sc2].
According to their magnitude in the α-β plane, the voltage vectors can be sorted in five
groups: large (Cl), medium-large (Cml), medium (Cm), small (Cs) and null (Cn) [26]. Their
production in the main plane is directly related to their dynamic performance, as shown in
the next sections.
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Figure 2. Voltage vectors in α-β and x-y subspaces.

3. Analysed Control Schemes
3.1. Indirect Rotor Field-Oriented Control

The indirect field-oriented control operating principle is based on decoupling flux/torque
production to regulate the machine in a similar manner to a DC machine [8]. For that pur-
pose, the aforementioned α-β components are projected onto a rotating reference frame (d-q
system). The d-component is generally aligned with the rotor flux, decoupling the flux gen-
eration from the electrical torque production. The Park matrix permits the transformation
to this rotating reference frame and is typically expressed as:

[D] =

[
cos(θ) sin(θ)
− sin(θ) cos(θ)

]
, (4)

[id, iq]
T = [D][iα, iβ]

T , (5a)

[ix1, iy1]
T = [D]−1[ix, iy]

T , (5b)

where θ is the angle of the rotating reference frame that is calculated from the measured
speed and estimated slip [27]. For the proposed electric drive, the α-β components are
rotated using Equation (4), whereas the secondary subspace is usually rotated using an
anti-synchronous rotating reference frame to compensate for possible asymmetries in the
machine [24].

Applying the aforementioned transformation, d-q and x1-y1 currents can be regulated
in an effective manner using proportional-integral (PI) controllers. As shown in Figure 3,
the standard IRFOC scheme presents two different control loops. On the one hand, there
is an outer speed-control loop, where the difference between the measured and reference
speed is employed as an input of the outer PI controller. On the other hand, in the inner-
control loop, several current controllers are employed to ensure the flux/torque regulation
and to provide an acceptable harmonic distortion. The reference value of the d-current is
set to its nominal value in order to ensure a correct magnetisation level. Focusing on the
speed response, it is directly related to the q-current as a consequence of the relationship
between this component and the electrical torque production. Finally, the reference value
of the x1-y1 currents is set to zero to minimise the stator copper losses since a distributed
stator is employed in the proposed multiphase IM.
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Figure 3. Standard version of an IRFOC scheme for a six-phase electric drive where the variable ω∗m
identifies the reference speed.

The output of this cascade-controller scheme is the reference value of the d-q and x1-y1
voltages. Then, an explicit modulation stage is required to determine the switching states
and their corresponding duty cycles to achieve the reference phase voltages. Among all the
available explicit modulation techniques developed in the state-of-the-art, CB-PWM and
SV-PWM stages have been the most employed choices [28].

Based on the mandatory use of an explicit modulation stage, the performance of IRFOC
needs to be analysed in conjunction with the implemented modulator. For this reason,
the next subsections describe the foundations of the aforementioned modulation techniques.

3.1.1. Carrier-Based Pulse Width Modulation

In the field of electric drives, the CB-PWM strategy is considered the most popular
modulation technique [29] due to its easy implementation in digital-signal processors
(DSPs) and its reduced harmonic content in conventional three-phase systems. The oper-
ating principle of this modulation scheme can be described in brief. The control actions
(switching states and duty cycles at each sampling period) are obtained through a com-
parison of the reference phase voltages and a predefined carrier signal. Moreover, a single
phase description can be employed to describe its behavior (see Figure 4) without lack of
generality since the method is based on phase variables. As shown in Figure 4, in each
control period the performance of the VSC leg a will be defined by the comparison be-
tween the reference phase voltage and the carrier signal. For instance, when the latter
presents a higher value than the reference variable, the gating signal a is set to zero. On the
other hand, when the carrier signal has a lower value than the reference voltage, the gat-
ing signal Sa becomes equal to one. Based on the nature of this modulation technique,
the control designer posses a reduced capability to know in advance the applied switching
states and their corresponding duty cycles because the control actions are obtained in the
aforementioned comparison.

Focusing on the carrier signals, different features, such as frequency and amplitude,
need to be satisfactorily configured in order to obtain a suitable performance. The triangular-
carrier signal has been considered as the preferable solution due to its suitable performance
from the point of view of harmonic mitigation. However, several alternatives have been em-
ployed in the literature, such as sawtooth-carrier and inverted sawtooth-carrier signals [30].
In this work, according to its more competitive features and higher use, triangular-carrier
signal was selected as the CB-PWM benchmark.
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𝑇𝑚 2𝑇𝑚0

𝑇𝑚 2𝑇𝑚0

Figure 4. Behavior of a CB-PWM stage in a single phase.

3.1.2. Space-Vector Pulse Width Modulation

SV-PWM techniques are a popular alternative to CB-PWM, due to their higher flex-
ibility in the design of the control actions and their better utilisation of DC-link voltage.
The goal of this modulation strategy is the same as in the case of CB-PWM, i.e., to determine
the signal gates and their corresponding duty cycles to feed the machine with voltages
that are as close as possible to their reference values. In the case of SV-PWM, the inputs
of the modulation strategy are the reference values of the VSD voltages (V∗αβ and V∗xy).
The operating principle of this modulation technique is formed by offline/online stages.
Firstly, the αβ plane is split into different sectors according to the employed topology and
the control purposes. This task is carried out offline by the control designer, who also
needs to define the voltage vectors associated with each sector according to the control
requirements. Focusing on the real-time control, the location of V∗αβ and V∗xy is used to
determine the voltage sector for each control period. This fact allows determining the
applied switching states for the required voltage output. Finally, the corresponding duty
cycles are obtained solving an analytical expression that ensures that the average α-β and
x-y voltages are equal to their reference values. For that purpose, the contribution of the
selected voltage vectors in the different subspaces and the reference voltages are employed
(see Equation (6)).

Regarding the design of the control actions, the number of voltage vectors employed to
provide the voltage requirements depends on the electric drive parameters and the control
objectives. In the case of a six-phase IM with two isolated neutral points, four different
voltage references are provided by the control scheme, [V∗α , V∗β , V∗x , V∗y ]. For that reason,
a total of five voltage vectors are typically required to fulfill all reference values. Their duty
cycle can be obtained by solving the following system of equations [31]:

tV1

tV2

tV3

tV4

tVnull

 =


Vα

1 Vα
2 Vα

3 Vα
4 Vα

null
Vβ

1 Vβ
2 Vβ

3 Vβ
4 Vβ

null
Vx

1 Vx
2 Vx

3 Vx
4 Vx

null
Vy

1 Vy
2 Vy

3 Vy
4 Vy

null


−1


V∗α · Ts
V∗β · Ts

V∗x · Ts
V∗y · Ts

Ts

. (6)

At this point, the control designer can take advantage of the SV-PWM flexibility
to decide the voltage vectors associated with each voltage sector. For example, in the
control scheme defined as a case study, the main objective is to maximise the flux/torque
production, whereas the stator copper losses are minimised. Taking into account those
requirements, large voltage vectors in α-β can be selected as the recommended active
control action since they provide maximum torque/flux production combined with a
minimum contribution in the secondary plane [26]. For this reason, four adjacent large
voltage vectors are associated with each voltage sector. Figure 5 shows the different sectors
defined for the electric drive selected as a case study.
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Figure 5. Voltage sectors for the selected electric drive

On the other hand since several voltage vectors must be applied during a sampling
period, there are multiple options for the arrangement of these vectors. A suitable dis-
posal can minimise the impact of the non-linearity of the VSC and thus reduce the active
production in the secondary plane. Under certain machine parameter conditions, the use
of discontinuous switching patterns can improve the harmonic content and reduce the
switching frequency [31]. Considering this information, a discontinuous switching pattern
was implemented in this work when an SV-PWM technique was implemented.

3.2. Model Predictive Control

Finite-control-set model predictive control strategies can be considered as a serious
competitor to IRFOC schemes thanks to their inherent advantages over conventional linear
controllers. These two families of control techniques present significant differences in
their structures. In the case of FCS-MPC, the use of an explicit modulation technique
is not required since the control actions are directly evaluated in the control scheme.
For this reason, FCS-MPC is classified as a direct-control strategy. Nevertheless, they also
show some important similarities; for example, both incorporate a cascaded structure.
The standard FCS-MPC version (shown in Figure 6) is formed by an outer PI controller to
carry out speed tracking and an inner-control loop based on a predictive model to ensure
current regulation. Following a cascaded control structure, the PI controller provides the
q-current reference, whereas the d-current reference is fixed to its rated value to reach
the nominal stator flux. Regarding the inner-control loop, the currents are regulated in
a synchronous reference frame using a predictive model of the machine. This approach
permits avoiding the regulation of sinusoidal signals since they can degrade the transient
response of the electric drive [21]. To overcome this limitation, a predictive model referring
to a synchronous reference frame was employed in this work [21]. Using the Forward Euler
discretisation technique, the machine model can be described as [32]:

d
dt
[Xdqx1y1] = [A] · [Xdqx1y1] + [B] · [Udqx1y1], (7)

where

[Xdqx1y1] = [ids, iqs, ix1, iy1, λdr, λqr]
T , [Udqx1y1] = [ud, uq, ux1, uy1, 0, 0]T , (8)

matrices [A] and [B] are defined by the dynamic behavior of the six-phase induction
machine and their coefficients are parameter-dependent [32].
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The standard FCS-MPC is based on a two-step prediction horizon (k + 2) and, there-
fore, the one-step delay compensation approach is intrinsically included [32]. In the first
stage, the predicted currents îdqx1y1|k+1 are obtained as a function of the mechanical speed
ωm|k, the measured stator currents idqx1y1s and the applied switching state in the previous
sampling period. Then, in the second stage, the predicted currents îdqx1y1s|k+2 produced
by each available control action are obtained and evaluated in a cost function to select the
optimum switching state. This cost function can be defined as:

J = e2
ds + e2

qs + Kxy · (e2
xs + e2

ys), (9)

with

eds = i∗ds|k+2 − îds|k+2, (10a)

eqs = i∗qs|k+2 − îqs|k+2, (10b)

exs = i∗x1|k+2 − îx1|k+2, (10c)

eys = i∗y1|k+2 − îy1|k+2, (10d)

where Kxy is a weighting factor related to the x1-y1 current control. The value of this
parameter is tuned up to obtain a suitable flux/torque regulation and mitigated x-y current
production.

FCS-MPC presents much flexibility concerning design of the control actions; in other
words, the control designer can promote the voltage vectors with a high performance
according to the control objectives. As in the SV-PWM case, a suitable selection of the
switching states permits improving the overall performance of the electric drive. In this
regard, large voltage vectors present maximum production in the main subspace and
minimum contribution in the x-y plane. Moreover, the use of reduce set of voltage vectors
also decreases the computational burden of the FCS-MPC, one of the main disadvantages
of this regulation technique [21]. For the sake of simplicity, this control scheme is referred
to as LFCS-MPC throughout this work and its dynamic performance will be analysed in
the next sections.

[𝐶]
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Figure 6. Standard LFCS-MPC control scheme.

4. Dynamic Performance: Factors Influencing the Transient Response

This section aims to provide an insight concerning the factors that influence the
transient response of the considered control schemes. The dynamic performance can be
analysed from two differentiated points of view: on the one hand, the reaction time of the
regulation strategy when a change in the reference variables appears and, on the other
hand, the response capacity provided by the regulation technique to adapt the control
variables to the new transient situation. All the different items presented in this section
will be verified in the experimental results included in the following section.
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4.1. Reaction Time of the Control Scheme

The reaction time of a regulation technique can be defined as the time employed
by the algorithm to notice a change in the reference signal. This dynamic feature can be
measured by the dead-time and the slope of reference control variables during the transient
situation. Among the agents related to this index, the sampling period and the structure of
the regulation strategy can be highlighted.

4.1.1. Sampling Period

From a theoretical perspective, the sampling period is the minimum detection time
that a regulation technique needs to identify a change in the reference signal. Based on
this fact, if a regulation algorithm has a higher control frequency, a lower reaction time
is expected.

It is habitual in the field of electric drives to employ an equivalent average-switching
frequency when the steady state performance of several control techniques is analysed. This
approach can involve the utilisation of different sampling periods for diverse regulation
strategies. For instance, in the case of FCS-MPC, the switching frequency is variable and,
in addition, lower than the sampling frequency [14], whereas in IRFOC schemes sampling
and switching frequency can match. Based on these operating conditions, FCS-MPC
is generally implemented with a higher sampling frequency than in the case of IRFOC
in order to determine the harmonic distortion at the same switching frequency. However,
if the dynamic response is studied using an equivalent average-switching frequency, FCS-
MPC will have a lower control period and, consequently, could achieve a better reaction
time. In spite of the disturbances caused by the use of a different control period from the
perspective of a fair dynamic comparison, this implementation solution was applied in
different comparative works [15–22] and hence the impact of the sampling period on the
dynamic performance was omitted.

In order to quantify the effect of the sampling period on the transient response of a
control scheme, two different experimental tests will be carried out in this work. Firstly
the dynamic performance of IRFOC CB-PWM, IRFOC SV-PWM and FCS-MPC is analysed
when the three regulation techniques provide an equal average-switching frequency. Finally,
a second test will be conducted to study the transient behavior when they are employing
the same sampling period.

4.1.2. Control Structure

The control structure was also identified in [33] as a factor influencing transient
behavior. According to the considered control schemes, they show a cascade topology,
where the outer-control loop is related to the speed regulation and the inner-control loops
ensure current tracking. This topology is the most employed control solution for electric
drives because its implementation permits a suitable mitigation of the signal disturbances.
However, a certain delay in the reaction time of the outer-control variable can appear as a
consequence of the nature of this structure. In other words, the outer-control loop requires a
fast response of the inner-control loop to react to the new value of the reference signal [33].

To avoid this limitation in the reaction time, the control variables of the inner-control
loops need to be characterised by a significantly lower timing constant than in the case of
the outer-control variable [33]. The mechanical and electrical timing constants of electric
drives fulfill this requirement and therefore a suitable dynamic response can be achieved
with the implementation of a cascade topology [33].

Considering the control schemes of this work, all of them are based on a cascaded
structure and hence this factor cannot be identified as a determining variable of their
dynamic performance.

4.2. Response Capacity

The response capacity can be defined as the ability of a control technique to satisfy
the tracking of the reference variables in a fast form. This control characteristic is usually
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quantified in terms of settling and rise times [21]. As in the reaction time case, several
factors play a fundamental role in the response capacity and, therefore, in the dynamic
performance of a control scheme. In this regard, the impact of two agents needs to be
highlighted, the usage of the DC-link voltage and the implementation of integral terms in
the control loops.

4.2.1. Utilisation of the DC-Link Voltage

DC-link voltage usage was considered a determining factor in the dynamic perfor-
mance of a control scheme in several works [20]. A high voltage production allows the
regulation technique to achieve a better response capacity to satisfy the transient scenario.
In this regard, the flexibility to create control actions is crucial to take advantage of the
DC-link voltage.

Focusing on DC-link utilisation, ref. [28,32] estimated the maximum voltage produc-
tion for linear and direct controllers in a multiphase system. Some interesting conclusions
can be obtained from these works, the CB-PWM technique working in a linear region has
a DC-link voltage usage of 1/2 ·Vdc [28]. On the other hand, the SV-PWM stage presents
a utilisation of the available DC-link voltage of 1/

√
3 ·Vdc [28] when the linear region is

tested. Finally, in the FCS-MPC case, the DC-link harnessing increases up to 0.644 ·Vdc [32],
achieving better DC-link usage. Therefore, it is expected that the FCS-MPC will provide
the better current response, followed by the SV-PWM and, finally, the CB-PWM case. This
performance can be observed, for example, in the slope of the measured q-current when the
transient scenario appears. In addition, a higher operating range can be obtained as a conse-
quence of the improvement in the DC-link achievement. In this regard, harmonic injection
is a suitable technique to enhance the voltage usage in a six-phase electric drive when a
CB-PWM strategy is implemented [34]. However, this work is focused on a comparative
analysis when the basic version of the considered control schemes is used.

To confirm these assumptions, the following section provides experimental results
where two different DC-link voltage conditions were explored.

4.2.2. Integral-Term in Control Loop

Finally, this point describes the effect of the integral term of PI controllers on the
response capacity of a control scheme. To understand the impact of this factor on the
dynamic response, it is necessary to recall the operating principle of these controllers. Their
working principle can be divided into two stages that run in parallel: the proportional and
the integral control stages. In the proportional module, the variation of the output signal
is based on the present error between the measured and reference signals; hence, focus is
established on the dynamic response (i.e., the instantaneous reaction to correct the error).
However, this stage cannot mitigate steady-state errors because the past is neglected. This
fact makes obligatory the use of an integral stage. In the integral stage, the output variable
is adjusted to minimise the accumulated error between the measured and the reference
signal, decreasing the steady-state error. Therefore the output of the controller is dependent
on two control objectives, the cancellation of transient and steady-state errors. In other
words, the controller response is a trade-off between a suitable dynamic response and the
minimisation of steady-state errors [33].

Concerning the tested control schemes, IRFOC is characterised by the use of PI con-
trollers in both control loops and thus the influence of the integral term can be higher than
in the case of FCS-MPC. For this reason, the effect of this factor in the dynamic response
was assessed for the case of this linear controller.

4.2.3. Additional Factors: Mechanical Inertia and Delay in the Measurement Tasks

In addition to the previous agents, there are two other factors to take into account
in the dynamic response of electric drives: the inertia of the electric machine and the
measurement-time delay. Analysing the first factor, the inertia of the machine acts as
a low-pass filter between the mechanical speed and the electrical torque (related to the
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q-current). In terms of dynamic response, the use of a filter stage provokes a delay between
the original and filtered signal [35]. For that reason, under a transient scenario, the currents
will increase their value instantaneously to adapt to the new situation but the speed will
take a certain amount of time to react to the current variation. In fact, in some electric drives
a better current regulation in transient scenarios cannot ensure a significant improvement
in the speed response.

Regarding the measurement-time delay, the role of the optical encoder needs to be
highlighted because the sampling period of this sensor is typically higher than the control
period. This sensor feature can generate a certain delay in the reaction time of the control
scheme [36].

From the point of view of the proposed comparison, the control schemes were tested
using the same machine and optical encoder. For this reason, these agents do not have an
impact on the comparison.

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Experimental Test Bench

The experimental tests were carried out in the test bench of Figure 7. As exposed in
Section 2, the electric drive is formed by an asymmetrical six-phase induction machine with
two sets of three-phase windings spatially shifted 30◦. A dual three-phase two-level VSC
(Semikron SKS22F) feeds the stator windings, whereas a single DC link supplies the VSCs.
The machine parameters were obtained using AC time domain and still with an inverter
supply test [37,38]. These parameters are summarised in Table 1.

Figure 7. Experimental test bench.

The selected control schemes are implemented in a digital-signal processor from Texas
Instruments, TI, (TMS320F28335) using a J-TAG connector and the TI property software
(Code Composer Studio). Four hall sensors (LEM LAH 25-NP) and an optical encoder
(GHN510296R) measure the current and mechanical speed values. Finally, the IM is loaded
coupling its shaft to a DC machine used as a generator. The armature circuit of this machine
is connected to a variable passive load that dissipates the power. For this reason, the load
torque in the electric drive is speed-dependent.

5.2. Experimental Proposal

The purpose of this section is to validate with experimental results the influence of
aforementioned factors on the dynamic performance of the considered regulation algo-
rithms. With this objective in mind, a total of four experimental tests were meticulously
designed. Speed, current and voltage responses were analysed in order to know the
capabilities of these popular regulation strategies when a transient situation appears.
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Table 1. Electric drive parameters.

Parameter Value

Power (kW) 1
Speed (rpm) 1000
Torque (Nm) 10

Ipeak(A) 4.5
dc-link voltage (V) 300

Rs(Ω) 4.195
Rr(Ω) 3.2

Lm (mH) 280
Llsαβ (mH) 4.5
Llsxy (mH) 4.5
Llrαβ (mH) 55.12
Pair poles 3

In Test 1, IRFOC and FCS-MPC abilities were assessed when a reference speed step is
applied. This first test aims to analyse in a first approximation the dynamic performance
of these control schemes, solving some questions about their response time and response
capacity. The second test studies the impact of integral controllers under transient scenarios.
For that purpose, diverse configurations of IRFOC were implemented and tested. On the
other hand, as previously shown, the utilisation of DC-link voltage can be an important
agent in the response capacity of a control scheme. Taking into account this issue, two dif-
ferent scenarios were explored in Test 3, where some variations in the DC-link voltage were
added. Focusing on implementation details, in this first set of tests, the sampling periods
of the regulation techniques were established to provide a similar average-switching fre-
quency. Table 2 summarises the sampling frequency and the average-switching frequency.
Test 4 was designed to confirm the influence of control period on the dynamic performance.
For that purpose, IRFOC CB-PWM, IRFOC SV-PWM and LFSC-MPC were assessed using
the same sampling time in this last test.

Focusing on implementation details, in the case of the analysed IRFOC schemes,
several PI controllers need to be tuned in order to provide a suitable response. In this
regard, the values of these parameters were obtained using a trial-and-error procedure,
this being a common approach in the field of multiphase electric drives [39]. Tables 3 and
4 show the value of the controller gains. In addition, Table 5 provides the computational
burden of the considered regulation techniques.

Table 2. Sampling and average switching frequencies

CB-PWM SV-PWM FCS-MPC

Sampling frequency 3125 Hz 5000 Hz 20,000 Hz
Average-switching frequency 3125 Hz 3417 Hz 3122 Hz

Table 3. Controller parameters for IRFOC CB-PWM.

ωm speed Kp Ki
PI controller 0.24 0.52

q-current Kp Ki
PI controller 75 40
P controller 75 0
d−current Kp Ki

PI controller 100 30
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Table 4. Controller parameters for IRFOC SV-PWM.

ωm speed Kp Ki
PI controller 0.3 0.46

q-current Kp Ki
PI controller 78 42
P controller 78 0
d−current Kp Ki

PI controller 150 20

Table 5. Computational time of the considered regulation techniques.

Control Scheme Computational Time (µs)

IRFOC CB-PWM 17.0
IRFOC SV-PWM 29.2

LFCS-MPC 19.6

5.2.1. Test 1: Dynamic Response

This test provides an overall view of the dynamic performances of the considered
regulation techniques. Analysing the test conditions, the reference speed changes from
100 rpm to 800 rpm in a step-wise manner. As shown in Figure 8, when the speed step
occurs, the q-reference current adapts to the new situation in all cases (Figure 8b). Nev-
ertheless, if the slope of this control variable is observed during the transient scenario,
some differences can be identified. Focusing on this response index, LFCS-MPC achieves a
better performance since a higher value of the slope appears when this strategy is imple-
mented. However, to associate this improvement to the nature of FCS-MPC, it is necessary
to evaluate these control techniques using the same sampling period (see Test 4).

The analysis of the measured q-current permits obtaining some information about
the response capacity and reaction time of the implemented regulation techniques. In this
regard, control schemes with explicit modulation stages show a slower current response
than in the case of LFCS-MPC. Concretely, the rise time increases 59.5% when a CB-PWM is
employed and 48.53% if a SV-PWM is the selected choice (see Table 6). The reason for this
better response is related to the obtained phase voltage waveform for each control solution
(Figure 8c). The control techniques with higher time response indices provides lower phase
voltages, whereas LFCS-MPC reaches a maximum value of the voltage contribution. As a
consequence of the voltage usage, different slopes of the measured q-currents are obtained
(see Table 6). This dynamic index allows quantifying in a simple manner the control impact
on the dynamics of the drive. On the other hand, considering the reaction time, in the case
of LFCS-MPC a lower time is necessary to observe a variation in the measured q-current
when the transient situation is provoked. This improvement on the dynamic response
was quantified using the dead time of the measured q-current added in Table 6. This
dynamic metric is defined by the time lapse between the variation of the reference variable
and the initial response of the measured variable and for the considered control schemes
LFCS-MPC provides the better result. This improvement can be assumed as a consequence
of using a lower sampling period or the absence of an integral controller in the current
stage of the FCS-MPC structure. The following tests provide some further insights to clarify
these important issues concerning the dynamic behavior of the studied control schemes.

Reviewing the mechanical speed in the considered period, this control variable does
not show any variation regardless of the implemented regulation scheme. The inertia of
the machine acts as a mechanical filter and consequently the differences in current response
do not imply a substantial change in speed performance. In addition, the optical encoder
sensor includes a certain delay in the measurement of the speed [36].

In conclusion, although the LFCS-MPC has a faster current response and a better
DC-link voltage utilisation, there are diverse factors, such as the inertia of the machine or
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the existing delay in the measure of the encoder, which make this enhancement negligible
from the point of view of the mechanical speed.

Table 6. Time-response indices for Test 1.

IRFOC CB-PWM IRFOC SV-PWM LFCS-MPC

Settling time 10% 0.0142 s 0.0133 s 0.0117 s
Settling time 5% 0.0145 s 0.0135 s 0.0118 s

Rise time 0.0032 s 0.0026 s 0.0013 s
Dead-time 6.4× 10−4 s 4× 10−4 s 1× 10−4 s

i∗q slope 17.32× 104 A/s 26.32× 104 A/s 1.106× 105 A/s
iq slope 1.3× 103 A/s 1.7× 103 A/s 3.3× 103 A/s

a) 

   

b) 

   

c) 

   
 

Figure 8. Test 1. Speed-step response of IRFOC CB-PWM (left), IRFOC SV-PWM (center) and
LFCS-MPC (right). From top to bottom: (a) Mechanical speed, (b) d−q currents and (c) voltage
of the phase a1.

5.2.2. Test 2: Integral-Term Influence on the Dynamic Response

This test explores the impact of the integral term of controllers on the dynamic per-
formance of IRFOC. For that purpose, it is necessary to isolate the impact of the integral
term on the transient response. For this reason, the proportional term of the q-current is
maintained as in Test 1, whereas the integral term is cancelled (see Tables 3 and 4). The same
mechanical conditions of Test 1 are again employed. Figure 9 summarises the experimental
results provided by IRFOC-based CB-PWM, whereas Figure 10 shows the results when an
SV-PWM is implemented.

Focusing on the case of IRFOC using a carrier-based modulation, the absence of
an integral stage allows a lower rise time, decreasing this response index by 21.93%.
Nevertheless, as a consequence of this controller configuration, a steady-state error in the
tracking of the q-current appears. Despite the faster response, the steady state performance
degradation prevents this choice from being considered an acceptable solution (Figure 9).

Using SV-PWM as the selected modulation technique, the same trend as in the case of
CB-PWM is observed, see Figure 10. Omitting the integral stage of the PI controller, the rise
time of the q-current decreases by 16.54%, but a significant steady-state error appears,
Figure 10b.

In conclusion, the integral term of the linear controllers shows an important impact on
the dynamic response but its absence also shows a negative effect on the steady-state error.
For that reason, a trade-off between a suitable steady-state tracking and a proper dynamic
performance is necessary when adjusting the control gains in a PI controller. It is noticeable
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that, regardless of the selected strategy, the mechanical speed of the electric drive has not
been immediately affected by the change in the electric variables.

a) 

  

b) 

  
Figure X. Speed-step response of IRFOC CB-PWM (left) and IRFOC CB-PWM without 

integral term in 𝑞-current PI controller. From top to bottom: a) Mechanical speed, and b) 

𝑑-𝑞 currents. 
 

Figure 9. Test 2. Speed-step response of IRFOC CB-PWM (left) and IRFOC CB-PWM without integral
term (right). From top to bottom: (a) Mechanical speed and (b) d−q currents.

a) 

  

b) 

  
Figure X. Speed-step response of IRFOC SV-PWM (left) and IRFOC SV-PWM without 

integral term in 𝑞-current PI controller. From top to bottom: a) Mechanical speed, and b) 

𝑑-𝑞 currents. 
 

Figure 10. Test 2. Speed-step response of IRFOC SV-PWM (left) and IRFOC SV-PWM without integral
term (right). From top to bottom: (a) Mechanical speed and (b) d-q currents.

5.2.3. Test 3: Use of the DC-Link Voltage

This test studies the impact of DC-link voltage utilisation on the dynamic response
of electric drives. The standard versions of the considered modulation strategies provide
a different DC-link usage [28,32] and consequently dissimilar response capacities can be
obtained. For that purpose, two different values of the DC-link voltage were employed in
Test 3. Tables 7 and 8 summarise the usage of the DC-link voltage for each control technique
in Tests 3A and 3B, respectively.

Table 7. Usage of the DC-link voltage in Test 3A.

Control Scheme Voltage (V)

IRFOC CB-PWM 150.0
IRFOC SV-PWM 173.2

LFCS-MPC 193.2

Table 8. Usage of the DC-link voltage in Test 3B.

Control Scheme Voltage (V)

IRFOC CB-PWM 133.5
IRFOC SV-PWM 154.1

LFCS-MPC 171.9

In the first scenario a value of 300 V was set in the DC-link. According to the dynamic
conditions, the reference speed changes from 100 rpm to 775 rpm at t = 1 s. As shown
in Figure 11a, the three control schemes show a suitable tracking of the reference speed.
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Studying the current response, as soon as the speed step appears, the reference q-current
reaches its rated value to satisfy the new operating conditions (Figure 11b). In the case of
the measured q-current, the three control schemes achieve an acceptable response because
the DC-link voltage allows satisfying the currents requirements.

a) 

   

b) 

   
 

Figure 11. Test 3A. Speed-step response for a Vdc = 300 V for IRFOC CB-PWM (left), IRFOC SV-PWM
(center) and LFCS-MPC (right). From top to bottom: (a) Mechanical speed and (b) d−q currents.

In the second stage of Test 3, speed and torque conditions are replicated from the
first test, but the available DC-link is decreased by 11%. As can be seen in Figure 12,
IRFOC employing an SV-PWM technique and LFCS-MPC are capable of providing a
good tracking of the reference speed. Nevertheless, in the case of IRFOC using CB-PWM,
the speed tracking cannot be carried out due to the insufficient usage of the available
DC link. A lower voltage utilisation supposes a decrease in the current injection and,
therefore, a lower electrical torque production. This issue affects the transient performance
of the electric drive in speed and current terms. Therefore, this factor needs to be taken into
account when a suitable dynamic response is required.

a) 

   

b) 

   
 

Figure 12. Test 3B . Speed-step response for Vdc = 267 V for IRFOC CB-PWM (left), IRFOC SV-PWM
(center) and LFCS-MPC (right). From top to bottom: (a) Mechanical speed and (b) d−q currents.

5.2.4. Test 4: Sampling Period on Dynamic Response

Test 4’s aim is to know the impact of sampling time on the dynamic behavior of the
considered control techniques. Can the performance conclusions of Test 1 change with the
variation of this implementation parameter? In order to solve this question, the same speed
and torque conditions of Test 1 are replicated, but in this case the three control schemes
are implemented using a control period of 100 µs. As depicted in Figure 13, the reference
q-currents show in this test a similar performance providing an equal slope when the
transient situation is provoked. Therefore, in this regard, a new result is obtained when the
three control schemes use the same sampling period. Focusing on measured q-currents,
LFCS-MPC achieves a better dynamic response than IRFOC alternatives using different
modulation stages (Figure 13b). Although the response time is now similar, the higher
response capacity of FCS-MPC permits reaching the reference value in a lower time. It
is important to highlight that the slope of the measured q-current is not modified as a
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consequence of the new sampling times (see Tables 6 and 9). Therefore, the source of this
suitable current response is related to the DC-link voltage usage of each control scheme.
As shown in Figure 13c, LFCS-MPC provides a higher voltage value when the dynamic
situation occurs. Therefore, for a lower switching frequency FCS-MPC can achieve an
enhanced-current response. However, as in Test 1, the current dynamic performance has
no a significant effect on the mechanical speed of the electric machine (Figure 13a).

a) 

   

b) 

   

c) 

   
 

Figure 13. Test 4. Speed-step response at same sampling time for IRFOC CB-PWM (left), IRFOC
SV-PWM (center) and LFCS-MPC (right). From top to bottom: (a) Mechanical speed, (b) d−q currents
and (c) voltage of the phase a1.

Table 9. Time-response indices for Test 4.

IRFOC CB-PWM IRFOC SV-PWM LFCS-MPC

Settling time 10% 0.0145 s 0.0133 s 0.0118 s
Settling time 5% 0.0148 s 0.0136 s 0.0119 s

Rise time 0.0038 s 0.0026 s 0.0013 s
Dead-time 2× 10−4 s 2× 10−4 s 2× 10−4 s

i∗q slope 5.60× 105 A/s 5.63× 105 A/s 5.61× 105 A/s
iq slope 1.3× 103 A/s 1.7× 103 A/s 3.3× 103 A/s

6. Conclusions

This work clarifies some issues related to the dynamic behavior of some of the most
popular control techniques implemented in multiphase electric drives. In order to provide
a generalised response, conventional Si-based VSCs at standard switching frequencies were
employed in the selected six-phase drive.

Focusing on speed control, a better current regulation cannot ensure a significantly
better speed response due to the mechanical inertia and/or the delay caused by the op-
tical encoder. Analysing the current performance, the results of Tests 1 and 4 provide
an interesting conclusion—the sampling period can be considered an influencing factor
in terms of reaction time. In other words, IRFOC and FCS-MPC schemes provide the
same dead time and slope of the reference q-current when the same sampling period is
employed. However, its role in the drive dynamics is shadowed by a factor that proves to
be dominating in this case. This significant agent is the usage of DC-link voltage and, in
this regard, LFCS-MPC again permits obtaining a better response capacity. In addition, this
improvement is achieved with a lower switching frequency for the same control period.
However, although FCS-MPC provides better current tracking, the improvement from the
point of view of the speed cannot be considered significant due to additional agents. On the
other hand, it is necessary to highlight that the reduced utilisation of the DC-link voltage
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of conventional CB-PWM without harmonic injection can involve a limited mechanical
response, as shown in Test 3. In conclusion, IRFOC techniques require the implementation
of more complex modulation techniques to provide a higher DC-link usage and then only
the integral term will be the single agent that disturbs their dynamic performance from the
perspective of the current. Therefore without the utilisation of over-modulation techniques,
FCS-MPC will be considered the best option for a transient situation in current terms.
Although the advent of wideband-gap devices and more powerful DSPs can provide some
advantages in terms of obtaining high-performance control techniques, the role of the
voltage DC-link usage can be considered, at this moment, as the crucial factor in obtaining
a better dynamic response.
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